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Recommender systems research and practice are fast-developing topics with growing adoption in a wide
variety of information access scenarios. In this article, we present an overview of research specifically
focused on the evaluation of recommender systems. We perform a systematic literature review, in which we
analyze 57 papers spanning six years (2017–2022). Focusing on the processes surrounding evaluation, we dial
in on the methods applied, the datasets utilized, and the metrics used. Our study shows that the predominant
experiment type in research on the evaluation of recommender systems is offline experimentation and
that online evaluations are primarily used in combination with other experimentation methods, e.g., an
offline experiment. Furthermore, we find that only a few datasets (MovieLens, Amazon review dataset)
are widely used, while many datasets are used in only a few papers each. We observe a similar scenario
when analyzing the employed performance metrics—a few metrics are widely used (precision, normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain, and Recall), while many others are used in only a few papers. Overall, our
review indicates that beyond-accuracy qualities are rarely assessed. Our analysis shows that the research
community working on evaluation has focused on the development of evaluation in a rather narrow scope,
with the majority of experiments focusing on a few metrics, datasets, and methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems aim to alleviate choice overload by providing personalized item recom-
mendations to users. In the development and maintenance of these systems, evaluating their
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performance is crucial. This work provides an overview of research specifically focused on the
evaluation of recommender systems from 2017 to 2022. While evaluation is a significant aspect
of the recommender systems field, our systematic literature review concentrates on research
that specifically addresses the evaluation of recommender systems, covering papers that delve
into methodological evaluation issues. This includes, for instance, papers describing research on
new evaluation methods or metrics, papers analyzing how the design and implementation of the
evaluation can impact the outcome of an analysis, research highlighting flaws in evaluation—or
how evaluation can be improved. On the contrary, works that, for instance, propose a new recom-
mendation model and validate it through evaluation or in other ways use evaluation to gauge the
performance of a recommender system, thus, fall outside of the scope of this literature review.

The evaluation of recommender systems has been explored in previous works, but no system-
atic literature review has comprehensively examined datasets, metrics, or experiment types, and
performed a quantitative analysis of the reviewed literature. One notable study by Herlocker
et al. [50] focuses on collaborative filtering systems and proposes various recommendation
tasks, such as identifying good items or recommending in sequence. The work also discusses the
suitability of datasets and metrics for evaluating recommendation-specific tasks prevalent during
that era of recommender systems research. More recently, Gunawardana et al. [45] provide an
extensive overview of the evaluation processes involved in assessing recommender systems. The
study examines a wide range of properties that impact user experience and explores methods
for measuring these properties, encompassing the entire evaluation pipeline from research
hypotheses and experimental design to metrics for quantification. Taking a specialized approach,
Pu et al. [78] presents a survey on recommender system evaluation from the users’ perspec-
tive. The research particularly focuses on the initial preference elicitation process, preference
refinement, and the final presentation of recommendations. From the survey results, Pu et al.
[78] distills a set of usability and user interface design guidelines for user-centered evaluation of
recommender systems. Beel et al. [14, 15] surveyed evaluation approaches in the field of research
paper recommender systems and found that 69% of the papers featured an offline evaluation
while 21% do not provide an evaluation. A survey conducted by Ihemelandu and Ekstrand [51]
examines the use of statistical inference in recommender systems research and reveals that 59%
of the surveyed papers did not perform significance testing. The authors argue for the inclusion
of statistical inference tests in recommender systems evaluation while also acknowledging the
associated challenges. More recently, Zangerle and Bauer [96] present a survey on the evaluation
of recommender systems, introducing the Framework for EValuating Recommender systems
(FEVR). This framework conceptualizes the evaluation space of recommender systems, providing
a systematic overview of essential evaluation aspects and their application. The proposed FEVR
framework encompasses a wide variety of facets required for evaluating recommender systems,
accommodating comprehensive evaluations that address the multi-faceted dimensions found in
this domain.

In addition to survey papers, several works offer critical retrospectives and analyses of eval-
uation procedures and setups. For example, Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40, 41] critically analyze the
performance of neural recommendation approaches published from 2015 and 2018. They compare
these approaches against well-tuned, non-neural baseline methods, such as nearest-neighbor or
content-based approaches, and find that the simpler methods outperform 11 of the 12 analyzed
approaches. These findings suggest that limited progress has been made due to weak baselines
and insufficient optimization of their parameters. Similarly, Rendle et al. [79] analyze the use
of baselines in research, focusing on the MovieLens 10M and the Netflix Prize datasets. They
compare the reported results of baselines with the results obtained through a re-run of the base-
lines, revealing substantial divergences, particularly for the MovieLens 10M dataset. They then
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introduce stronger and well-tuned baselines, which outperform the proposed methods. Following
the same line of investigation, Ludewig et al. [66] perform a similar analysis of evaluation for
session-based recommendation approaches. They compare neural sequential recommendation
approaches from 2016 to 2019 with well-tuned baseline approaches, such as nearest neighbor.
Like previous works, they conclude that the claimed progress is mostly illusory, attributing it
to weak baselines that are insufficiently or not at all tuned. Ludewig et al. [66] argue that this
limitation is a critical drawback in current evaluation practices.

The goal of our study is to provide a quantitative snapshot of the landscape of research on
the evaluation of recommender systems over the past six years. Through a systematic literature
review [57] of major conferences and journals from 2017 to 2022, we analyze the evaluation
methods, datasets, and metrics employed in the recommender systems community. Initially
screening 339 papers, we apply defined inclusion and exclusion criteria to narrow down our
review to a final sample of 57 papers. Our focus lies on three key aspects of recommender systems
evaluation: (1) experiment type (offline experiments, user study, online experiment), (2) datasets,
and (3) evaluation metrics.

This article is structured as follows: In Section 2, we detail the stepwise procedure for the system-
atic literature review. In Section 3, we present the results of our analysis with a focus on experiment
type, datasets, and evaluation metrics. Finally (Section 4), we discuss the findings of this review
and provide an outlook on future work.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

Our approach to identifying papers that are concerned with the evaluation of recommender
systems relies on a systematic literature review [57]. A systematic literature review represents
a systematic search for papers on a predefined topic and the analysis of the respective paper
landscape. In this section, we outline the stepwise procedure for searching, filtering, categorizing,
and analyzing the papers, which is visualized in Figure 1 and described in detail in the following
subsections.

2.1 Literature Search

For data collection, we rely on the systematic literature review procedure as outlined in the guide-
lines by Kitchenham et al. [57]. To develop and pursue an effective search strategy, we performed a
so-called scoping review on relevant published literature. In this scoping review, we, for instance,
identified that the keyword recommendation systems is used interchangeably with recommender

systems, with the latter being more common in the research community centered around the
ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys), while both alternatives are used broadly
in other research outlets. Moreover, as our article aims to cover research that revolves around
methodological issues of evaluation, we identified that a search with the keywords reproducible

or reproducibility has strong overlaps with a search for the keyword evaluation but also yields
additional hits. Similarly, using the keywords method or methodology has proven useful to identify
additional works. Further, we identified that some papers were miscategorized (e.g., as a short
paper instead of research paper), necessitating the use of a broader query followed by manual
filtering.

The search strategy to identify eligible papers to be included in our sample consisted of several
consecutive stages. As the ACM Digital Library1 does not only contain papers published by ACM
but also by other publishers, we could use this library to search for papers in the main established
conferences and journals where research on recommender system evaluation is published. Besides

1https://dl.acm./org
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Fig. 1. Stepwise procedure for searching, filtering, categorizing, and analyzing the surveyed papers.

the main conference on recommender systems (RecSys), this embraces conferences such as SIGIR,
CIKM, UMAP, and WSDM. Journals include, for instance, TOIS, UMUAI, and CSUR.

Accordingly, we sampled papers that we found in the ACM Digital Library (The ACM Guide
to Computing Literature), which describes as “the most comprehensive bibliographic database
in existence today focused exclusively on the field of computing.”2 For reasons of reproducibility,
we consider papers in an encapsulated time frame of six years, for which we can assume that
the employed databases and search engines have already completed indexing the papers from
conferences and journals (2017–2022). As our literature review is concerned with research on the
evaluation of recommender systems, we searched for papers that were indexed with the keywords
recommend* (to cover both, recommender systems and recommendation systems), and either evalua*

(to cover evaluation and evaluability) or reproducib* (to cover reproducible and reproducibility)
or method or methodology. For papers appearing in the ACM Conference on Recommender
Systems, we presume that the keywords recommender systems or recommendation systems are not
necessarily used; hence, for papers appearing in RecSys, we relied solely on the keywords evalua*

or reproducib* or method or methodology. Altogether, this resulted in the following query:3

2https://libraries.acm.org/digital-library/acm-guide-to-computing-literature
3https://dl.acm.org/action/doSearch?fillQuickSearch=false&target=advanced&expand=all&AfterMonth=1&AfterYear=
2017&BeforeMonth=12&BeforeYear=2022\&AllField=Keyword%3A%28recommend*%29+AND+Keyword%3A%
28reproducib*+OR+method+OR+methodology+OR+evalua*%29+OR+ContentGroupTitle\%3A%28%22ACM+Conference+
on+Recommender+Systems%22%29+AND+Keyword%3A%28reproducib*+OR+method+OR+methodology+OR+evalua*%
29
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"query": {
Keyword:(recommend*)
AND
Keyword:(reproducib* OR method OR methodology OR evalua*)

OR
ContentGroupTitle:("ACM Conference on Recommender Systems")
AND
Keyword:(reproducib* OR method OR methodology OR evalua*)

}
"filter": { E-Publication Date: (01/01/2017 TO 12/31/2022) }

This query returns a total of 339 hits (as of June 10, 2023).
We note that the query did not return any papers from the conferences CHI, CSCW, and IUI.

To validate this result, for each conference separately, we searched for papers with the respective
keywords without time restriction. The latest papers on the evaluation of recommender systems
at CSCW and IUI were published in 2013 and at CHI in 2016.

2.2 Data Cleansing and Selection of Papers for the Sample

We retrieved the 339 papers and reviewed them against the ex-ante-defined inclusion and exclusion
criteria described below.

A paper was included if it fulfilled each and every of the following criteria (ex-ante inclusion
criteria):

(A) The paper revolves around methodological issues of the evaluation of recommender
systems.

(B) The paper is a full research paper.
(C) The paper is published within the time range from 01/01/2017 until and including

12/31/2022.

A paper was excluded if any of the following criteria were met (ex-ante exclusion criteria):

(a) The paper is not a research paper.
(b) The paper is a short paper, an abstract, a demo paper, a tutorial paper, or a workshop

paper.4

(c) The paper is not concerned with recommender systems.
(d) The paper does not make a contribution regarding the evaluation of recommender

systems.

Next, three reviewers independently screened the retrieved 339 papers against these inclusion
and exclusion criteria by examining titles and abstracts, as well as the results and methodology
sections. Any disagreement on paper selection was resolved by discussions to reach unanimous
consensus among the three reviewers. These discussions resulted in the formulation of more spe-
cific inclusion criteria, further specifying the ex-ante inclusion criterion (A) that a paper is included
if it “revolves around methodological issues of the evaluation of recommender systems.” Hence, the
ex-ante inclusion criterion (A) was considered fulfilled if any of the following criteria was fulfilled
(ex-post inclusion criteria):

(A.1) The paper provides a literature survey on the evaluation of recommender systems.
(A.2) The paper introduces one or more novel metrics of evaluation.

4We note that we did not consider the search criterion research paper in the query, because essential full papers were not
returned by the query due to miscategorization as a short paper in the database (e.g., Reference [10]).
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(A.3) The paper analyzes metrics of evaluation.
(A.4) The paper contributes an extensive critical evaluation across a set of approaches.
(A.5) The paper contributes a conceptual framework for evaluation.
(A.6) The paper contributes a framework for evaluation in the form of a toolkit.
(A.7) The paper contributes a novel evaluation model; e.g., related to off-policy learning.
(A.8) The paper proposes a novel sampling approach for (offline) evaluation.
(A.9) The paper contributes to evaluation by analyzing sampling approaches.

(A.10) The paper demonstrates or discusses how the results inform the evaluation of recom-
mender systems.

Further, the ex-ante inclusion criterion (A) was not considered fulfilled if any of the following
criteria was fulfilled (ex-post exclusion criteria):5

(A.i) The paper proposes a recommendation model with or without validating it through
evaluation but does not contribute to methodological issues of evaluation.

(A.ii) The paper presents an exploratory evaluation of a recommender system but does not
contribute to methodological issues of evaluation.

(A.iii) The paper presents an experiment but does not contribute to methodological issues of
evaluation.

(A.iv) The paper analyses recommendation approaches but does not contribute to method-
ological issues of evaluation.

(A.v) The paper studies psychological effects influencing the design and development of rec-
ommender systems.

This data cleansing and selection procedure led to the exclusion of 282 papers (see Appendix).
The remaining 57 papers make up our final sample resulting from the query. Table 1 provides an
overview of all papers in the sample.

2.3 Review of the Selected Papers in Full Text (Coding)

For each paper, we obtained meta-information on the paper from the citation information, i.e.,
author, year, title, type of venue—conference or journal—and venue name. In addition, to address
the main purpose of this paper, we extracted the following information from the full text: exper-
iment type, used dataset(s), used metric(s), and type of contribution. To this end, three reviewers
examined the full text of the papers and extracted the respective information.

Concerning datasets and metrics, the respective information was extracted directly from the full
text of the papers. Concerning the experiment type, we relied on the established differentiation
between offline experiment, user study, and online experiment [96]: Offline evaluation refers to a
computational evaluation without human subjects being involved in the evaluation process; user
studies refer to evaluations (in live or laboratory settings) with a set of human participants that
carry out tasks as defined by the researcher; and online evaluations refer to field experiments
where users carry out their self-selected tasks in a real-world setting. For the type of contribution,
the categorization scheme was developed inductively from raw data. The categorization scheme
allowed each paper to belong to exclusively one type of contribution. An overview of the
types is presented in Table 2; the specified types are benchmark, framework, metrics, model,
and survey, respectively. The initial inter-rater reliability was at an acceptable level (Krippen-
dorff’s α = 0.8214). Disagreement was resolved by discussions to reach unanimous consensus
(Krippendorff’s α = 1).

5Note, these are also a further specification of the ex-ante exclusion criterion (d).
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Table 1. Surveyed Papers, Sorted by Venue (Alphabetically) and Year

Papers Venues Year

Saraswat et al. [84] AIML Systems 2021
Jannach [52] ARTR 2023
Eftimov et al. [38] BDR 2021
Sonboli et al. [88], Zhu et al. [99] CIKM 2021
Ekstrand [39] CIKM 2020
Alhijawi et al. [5], Sánchez and Bellogín [83], Zangerle and Bauer [96] CSUR 2022
Jin et al. [54] HAI 2021
Belavadi et al. [16] HCII 2021
Peska and Vojtas [77] HT 2020
Ostendorff et al. [75] ICADL 2021
Afolabi and Toivanen [2] IJEHMC 2020
Bellogín et al. [17] IRJ 2017
Latifi et al. [62] ISCI 2022
Carraro and Bridge [23] JIIS 2022
Krichene and Rendle [60], Li et al. [63], McInerney et al. [69] KDD 2020
Dehghani Champiri et al. [36] KIS 2019
Latifi and Jannach [61] RecSys 2022
Dallmann et al. [35], Narita et al. [73], Parapar and Radlinski [76], Saito
et al. [82]

RecSys 2021

Cañamares and Castells [22], Kouki et al. [59], Sun et al.
[90], Symeonidis et al. [91]

RecSys 2020

Ferrari Dacrema et al. [41] RecSys 2019
Yang et al. [95] RecSys 2018
Xin et al. [94] RecSys 2017
Ali et al. [6] Scientometrics 2021
Diaz and Ferraro [37], Silva et al. [87] SIGIR 2022
Anelli et al. [10], Li et al. [64], Lu et al. [65] SIGIR 2021
Balog and Radlinski [11], Mena-Maldonado et al. [70] SIGIR 2020
Cañamares and Castells [21] SIGIR 2018
Cañamares and Castells [20] SIGIR 2017
Chen et al. [25] TheWebConf 2019
Al Jurdi et al. [4] TKDD 2021
Guo et al. [47] TOCHI 2022
Zhao et al. [98] TOIS 2022
Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40], Mena-Maldonado et al. [71] TOIS 2021
Anelli et al. [9] UMAP 2022
Frumerman et al. [42] UMAP 2019
Bellogín and Said [19] UMUAI 2021
Said and Bellogín [80] UMUAI 2018
Chin et al. [26], Kiyohara et al. [58] WSDM 2022
Cotta et al. [31] WSDM 2019
Gilotte et al. [44] WSDM 2018
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Table 2. The Five Types Used to Describe the Type of Contribution Made in the Reviewed Literature

Types of Contribution Description

Benchmark Providing an extensive critical evaluation across a (wide) set of
approaches or datasets

Framework Introducing a framework for evaluation, which may take the
form of a toolkit or a conceptual framework

Metrics Analyzing existing or introducing novel metrics of evaluation
Model Introducing a novel recommendation or evaluation model
Survey A literature survey

Fig. 2. Number of papers per venue, sorted by venue type (journals vs. conferences) and number of papers.

In all phases of extracting and categorizing data, all authors were engaged. Where disagreement
emerged in rare cases, the authors discussed the categorization in question, drawing upon domain
expertise on a case-by-case basis, until unanimous consensus was established.

3 RESULTS

In this section, we first give a general overview of papers on the evaluation of recommender
systems in the analyzed time frame 2017–2022 (Section 3.1). Then, we detail the types of contri-
butions to the discourse (Section 3.2). Further, we provide an overview of the experiment types
used in the papers (Section 3.3). Section 3.4 provides an overview and discussion of the datasets
used. In Section 3.5, we detail the metrics used and discussed in the papers.

3.1 General Overview

Most papers on evaluation in recommender systems are published at RecSys (the main conference
concerning the research topic recommender systems) (12) and at SIGIR (9) (the main conference
concerning the closely related research topic of information retrieval) (Figure 2). Notably, as can
be seen from Figure 2, papers on the evaluation of recommender systems are published in a wide
scale of venues (12 conference venues and 13 journal venues) where it is often only 1 paper at the
respective venue in the set time frame of our review. The majority of papers on evaluation are
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Fig. 3. Number of papers per year.

published at conferences (39 papers) compared to 18 papers published in journals. Further, from
Figure 2, we see that there is a clear concentration across conference venues (RecSys and SIGIR),
whereas papers on evaluation are particularly scattered across journal venues.

Concerning the temporal evolution of evaluation papers, we observe an increasing number
of papers on the evaluation of recommender systems in the analyzed time frame 2017–2022
(Figure 3). Starting in 2017, there were only 3 papers on the evaluation of recommender systems
published, while this number peaked in 2021 with 19 papers on that topic. While there is a
continuous upward trend of papers on that topic in conference venues, there is a sharp increase
of papers on that topic in journal venues (only one journal paper in the years 2017–2020,
respectively; then 6 and 8 journal papers in 2021 and 2022, respectively). We note that two of the
journal papers published in 2021 (Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40] and Mena-Maldonado et al. [71])
are extended versions of previously published conference papers (Ferrari Dacrema et al. [41]
from 2019 and Mena-Maldonado et al. [70] 2020, respectively). Further, the increase of journal
papers on evaluation in the years 2020 and 2021 aligns with the COVID-19 pandemic, during
which all conferences were either canceled or held online; which points to having led researchers
to focus on journal submissions instead of conferences.

3.2 Type of Contribution

This section provides a detailed overview of the types of papers included in the literature review.
The types as specified in Table 2 (i.e., benchmark, framework, metrics, model, and survey) were
inferred according to the description in Section 2.3.

Figure 4 provides an overview of the number of papers per type of contribution in our sample.
Most of the papers in our sample contribute to models (19); these papers provide a conceptual
and empirical basis for improved recommendation or evaluation models. Considerably fewer pa-
pers (13) investigate metrics. Nine papers provide a survey, another 9 papers provide benchmarks
of various approaches, and 7 papers propose frameworks.

Among the model papers, the majority focus on evaluation models, specifically on issues
related to off-policy learning [23, 31, 44, 58, 69, 73, 82, 95], which helps to obtain unbiased
estimates for improved offline evaluation [55]. Cañamares and Castells [20] propose a proba-
bilistic reformulation of memory-based collaborative filtering. While the core contribution of
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Fig. 4. Number of papers per type of contribution.

that work is a recommendation model, it also contributes to evaluation, because the experiments
demonstrate that performance measurements may heavily depend on statistical properties of
the input data, which the authors discuss in detail. With a probabilistic analysis, Cañamares and
Castells [21] address the question of whether popularity is an effective or misleading signal in
recommendation. Their work illustrates the contradictions between the accuracy that would
be measured in common biased offline experimental settings and the measured with unbiased
observations. Cañamares and Castells [22] demonstrate the importance of item sampling in
offline experiments. Based on a thorough literature review, Carraro and Bridge [23] propose a
new sampling approach to debiasing offline experiments. A second line of model papers considers
user-related aspects as an important ingredient of recommender systems. For example, Frumer-
man et al. [42] investigate the meaning of “rejected” recommendations in a more fine-grained
manner. Symeonidis et al. [91] consider short-term intentions to inform models. Jin et al. [54] rely
on a psychometric modeling method to study the key qualities of conversational recommender
systems. In a large-scale user study, Chen et al. [25] investigate how serendipity improves user
satisfaction with recommendations; their results inform the modeling for recommendations.
Ostendorff et al. [75] study users’ preferences for link-based versus text-based recommendations
using qualitative evaluation methods. Lu et al. [65] investigate whether and how annotations
made by external assessors (thus, not the recommender system’s users) are a viable source for
preference labeling. Guo et al. [47] study order effects in recommendation sequences, which has
implications for the design of recommender systems. Said and Bellogín [80] evaluate and model
inconsistencies in user rating behavior to improve the performance of recommendation methods.
These papers considering user-related aspects have in common that each work primarily studies
phenomena to improve recommendation models and the discussion of the results also contributes
to methodological issues regarding the evaluation of recommender systems.

Among papers focusing on metrics, one set of papers compares metrics (e.g., References
[70, 71, 77]), whereas some papers focus their analysis on a specific type of metrics; for instance,
sampling metrics (e.g., References [60, 63]) and folding metrics (e.g., Reference [94]). In a similar
spirit, Bellogín et al. [17] study biases in information retrieval metrics. Another line of metrics
papers aims for harmonization of metrics (e.g., References [2, 76]) or metric improvements (e.g.,
Reference [64]). Balog and Radlinski [11] propose how to measure the quality of explanations in
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recommender systems. Saraswat et al. [84] propose combining both performance and user satisfac-
tion metrics in offline evaluation, leading to improved correlation with desired business metrics.
Finally, Diaz and Ferraro [37] makes a metrics analysis and discussion leading into the proposal
of an altogether metric-free evaluation method.

Papers discussing infrastructural aspects of recommender systems can be categorized into two
types of framework papers: Those that contribute with a recommendation toolkit and those propos-
ing a conceptual framework. The presented toolkits are iRec [87], Elliot [10], LensKit [39], and
librec-auto [88].6 The framework by Bellogín and Said [19] provides guidelines for reproducibil-
ity; their paper also provides an in-depth analysis to support their guidelines. Eftimov et al. [38]
propose a general framework that fuses different evaluation measures and aims at helping users
to rank systems. Considering users’ expectations and perceptions, Belavadi et al. [16] study the
relationships between several user evaluation criteria.

Several papers provide an extensive critical evaluation across a (wide) set of approaches
(Table 3). Dallmann et al. [35] study sampling strategies for sequential item recommendation.
They compare four methods across five datasets and find that both sampling strategies—uniform
random sampling and sampling by popularity—can produce inconsistent rankings compared
with the full ranking of the models. Ferrari Dacrema et al. [41] and its extended version Fer-
rari Dacrema et al. [40] perform a reproducibility study, critically analyzing the performance
of 12 neural recommendation approaches in comparison to well-tuned, established, non-neural
baseline methods. Their work identifies several methodological issues and finds that 11 of
the 12 analyzed approaches are outperformed by far simpler, yet well-tuned, methods (e.g.,
nearest-neighbor or content-based approaches). In a similar vein, Latifi and Jannach [61] perform
a reproducibility study where they benchmark Graph Neural Networks (GNN) against an effective
session-based nearest neighbor method. Also, this work finds that the conceptually simpler
method outperforms the GNN-based method. Anelli et al. [9] perform a reproducibility study,
systematically comparing 10 collaborative filtering algorithms (including approaches based on
nearest-neighbors, matrix factorization, linear models, and techniques based on deep learning).
Different to Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40, 41], Anelli et al. [9] benchmark all algorithms using the very
same datasets (MovieLens-1M [48], Amazon Digital Music [74], and epinions [92]) and the iden-
tical evaluation protocol. Based on their study on modest-sized datasets, they conclude—similarly
to other works—that the latest models are often not the best-performing ones. Kouki et al. [59]
compare 14 models (8 baseline and 6 deep learning) for session-based recommendations using
8 different popular evaluation metrics. After an offline evaluation, they selected the 5 algorithms
that performed the best and ran a second round of evaluation using human experts (user study).
Reference [90] provides benchmarks across several datasets, recommendation approaches, and
metrics; beyond that, this work introduces the toolkit daisyRec. Zhu et al. [99] compare 24 models
for click-through rate (CTR) prediction on multiple dataset settings. Their evaluation framework
for CTR (including the benchmarking tools, evaluation protocols, and experimental settings) is
publicly available. Latifi et al. [62] focus on sequential recommendation problems, for which they
compare the Transformer-based BERT4Rec method [89] to nearest-neighbor methods, showing
that the nearest-neighbor methods achieve comparable performance to BERT4Rec for the smaller
datasets, whereas BERT4Rec outperforms the simple methods when the datasets are larger.

Table 4 provides an overview of survey papers on the evaluation of recommender systems. Some
of the papers provide an extensive critical evaluation across a (wide) set of datasets and approaches
on a specialized topic (e.g., References [26, 40, 41, 59, 61]). Others provide a (systematic) review of

6Note that the work by Sun et al. [90]—besides providing benchmarks across several datasets, recommendation approaches,
and metrics—also proposes the toolkit daisyRec.
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Table 3. Benchmark Papers

Papers Details
Anelli et al. [9] Reproducibility study. An in-depth, systematic, and reproducible

comparison of 10 collaborative filtering algorithms (including approaches
based on nearest-neighbors, matrix factorization, linear models, and
techniques based on deep learning) using three datasets and the identical
evaluation protocol. Provide a guide for future research with respect to
baselines and systematic evaluation.

Dallmann et al. [35] Study sampling strategies for sequential item recommendation. Compare
four methods across five datasets and find that both, uniform random
sampling and sampling by popularity, can produce inconsistent rankings
compared with the full ranking of the models.

Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40, 41] Reproducibility study. Critical analysis of the performance of 12 neural
recommendation approaches with reproducible setup. Comparison
against well-tuned, established, non-neural baseline methods.
Identification of several methodological issues, including choice of
baselines, propagation of weak baselines, and a lack of proper tuning of
baselines.

Kouki et al. [59] Compare 14 models (8 baseline and 6 deep learning) for session-based
recommendations using 8 different popular evaluation metrics.

Latifi and Jannach [61] Reproducibility study. Benchmark Graph Neural Networks against an
effective session-based nearest neighbor method. The conceptually
simpler method outperforms the GNN-based method both in terms of Hit
Ratio and the MRR.

Latifi et al. [62] Compare the Transformer-based BERT4Rec method [89] to
nearest-neighbor methods for sequential recommendation problems
across four datasets using exact and sampled metrics. The
nearest-neighbor methods achieve comparable or better performance
than BERT4Rec for the smaller datasets, whereas BERT4Rec outperforms
the simple methods for the larger ones.

Sun et al. [90] Benchmarks across several datasets, recommendation approaches, and
metrics; in addition, it introduces the toolkit daisyRec.

Zhu et al. [99] Open benchmarking for click-through rate prediction with a rigorous
comparison of 24 existing models on multiple dataset settings in a
reproducible manner. The evaluation framework for CTR (including the
benchmarking tools, evaluation protocols, and experimental settings) are
publicly available.

the literature landscape on a specialized topic (e.g., References [4–6, 36, 52, 83, 98]). The framework
by Zangerle and Bauer [96] is based on a survey of previous literature on the respective topic.
Similarly, Zhao et al. [98] starts with a survey of literature on aspects related to offline evaluation
for top-N recommendation, which builds the basis for their systematic comparison of a selected
set of 12 algorithms across eight datasets.

3.3 Experiment Types

While many types of experiments can be performed, the results presented in this section rely on
the established definitions of online, offline, and user study, respectively.

As shown in Figure 5, the vast majority of the papers (38) use offline experiments. Considerably
fewer papers (12) report user studies. Comparably few (6) report on online experiments. Ten papers
do not report any evaluation, these are mainly survey papers [4–6, 36, 52, 83], papers on metrics [6,
60, 94], and one paper contributing with a framework [88].

While most papers (39) employ one experiment type, there are seven papers that combine two
types, and one paper [59] combining all three types (Table 5). Interestingly, all papers using an
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Table 4. Survey Papers on the Evaluation of Recommender Systems

Papers Details
Al Jurdi et al. [4] Classification of natural noise management (NNM) techniques and

analysis of their strengths and weaknesses. Comparative statistical
analysis of the NNM mechanisms.

Alhijawi et al. [5] Specifically address the objectives: relevance, diversity, novelty, coverage,
and serendipity. Reviews the definitions and measures associated with
these objectives. Classifies over 100 articles (published from 2015 to 2020)
regarding objective-oriented evaluation measures and methodologies.
Collect 43 objective-oriented evaluation measures.

Ali et al. [6] Survey on the evaluation of scholarly recommender systems. Analysis
suggests that there is a focus on offline experiments, whereby either
simple/trivial baselines are used or no baselines at all.

Chin et al. [26] Compare 45 datasets used for implicit feedback based top-k
recommendation based on characteristics (similarities and differences)
and usage patterns across papers. For 15 datasets, they evaluate and
compare the performance of five different recommendation algorithms.

Dehghani Champiri et al. [36] Focus on context-aware scholarly recommender systems. Classification
evaluation methods and metrics on usage.

Jannach [52] Provide an overview of evaluation aspects as reported in 127 papers on
conversational recommender systems. Argue for a mixed methods
approach, combining objective (computational) and subjective
(perception-oriented) techniques for the evaluation of conversational
recommenders, because these are complex multi-component applications,
consisting of multiple machine learning models and a natural language
user interface.

Sánchez and Bellogín [83] Focus on point-of-interest recommender systems. Systematic review
covering 10 years of research on that topic, categorizing the algorithms
and evaluation methodologies used. The common problems are that both,
the algorithms and the used datasets (statistics), are described in
insufficient detail.

Zangerle and Bauer [96] Introduce “Framework for EValuating Recommender systems,” derived
from the discourse on recommender systems evaluation. Categorization
of the evaluation space of recommender systems evaluation. Emphasis on
the required multi-facettedness of a comprehensive evaluation of a
recommender system.

Zhao et al. [98] Survey of 93 offline evaluation for top-N recommendation algorithms.
Provide an overview of aspects related to evaluation metrics, dataset
construction, and model optimization. In addition, this work presents a
systematic comparison of 12 top-N recommendation algorithms
(covering both traditional and neural-based algorithms) across
eight datasets.

online experiment, combine it with another experiment type; four papers using an online experi-
ment [44, 73, 77, 91], also carry out offline experiments, one combines online experiments with user
studies [16], and one paper combines all three experiment types [59]. Further two papers [42, 80]
use offline experiments and user studies.

3.4 Datasets

Table 6 provides an overview of the datasets used in the papers. In total, our analysis contains
80 datasets. We distinguish between papers that use pre-collected, established datasets (65 datasets)
and papers that propose a custom dataset (15 datasets, see the last row of Table 6). In a graphical
overview, Figure 6 presents the number of papers relying on each dataset. Note that in this chart,
we have aggregated different versions of a dataset into a single dataset category (for instance, we
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Fig. 5. Number of papers per experiment type.

Table 5. Papers Using More Than One Experiment Type

Papers Online experiment Offline experiment User study

Gilotte et al. [44] x x
Narita et al. [73] x x
Peska and Vojtas [77] x x
Symeonidis et al. [91] x x
Frumerman et al. [42] x x
Said and Bellogín [80] x x
Belavadi et al. [16] x x
Kouki et al. [59] x x x

combined the widely used MovieLens datasets MovieLens 100k, 1M, 10M, 20M, 25M, Latest, and
HetRec).

Table 6 and Figure 6 show that the dataset usage distribution for established (pre-collected)
datasets is dominated by the MovieLens datasets. MovieLens datasets are used 32 times in the
papers investigated, with MovieLens 1M being the most popular dataset (19 usages). Furthermore,
the Amazon review datasets are used in 24 papers, followed by the LastFM dataset, appearing in
the evaluation of 9 papers. We also observe that 43 and hence, 66.15% of the listed datasets are
only used in a single paper. Further 8 datasets are used in 2 of the papers in our study and another
14 datasets are employed in three or more papers.

Generally, the majority of papers relied on existing, pre-collected datasets: Of 146 dataset usages,
15 were custom datasets. These findings are in line with a previous analysis of datasets being used
for recommender systems evaluation [13], with a focus on the use of data pruning methods for the
years 2017 and 2018. Generally, the high number of datasets employed at a low rate makes a direct
comparison of recommendation approaches hardly possible. Particularly, given the vastly different
characteristics of these. In contrast, we also observe that established datasets like the MovieLens
dataset family, are used frequently, allowing for a better comparison of approaches.

A further aspect to consider regarding the comparability of approaches is dataset pre-processing.
Typical pre-processing steps include removing users, items, or sessions with a low number of
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Table 6. Overview of Datasets Used in Surveyed Papers

Datasets Papers # Papers
Amazon Beauty [74] [26, 35, 62] 3
Amazon Book [74] [95] 1
Amazon Digital Music [74] [9, 26] 2
Amazon Electronics [74] [26, 90, 98] 3
Amazon Home & Kitchen [74] [64] 1
Amazon Instant Video [74] [41] 1
Amazon Kindle Store [74] [87] 1
Amazon Movies & TV [74] [26, 40, 98] 3
Amazon Musical Instruments [74] [26, 40] 2
Amazon Patio, Lawn & Garden [74] [26] 1
Amazon Sports & Outdoors [74] [64] 1
Amazon Toys & Games [74] [26, 98] 2
Amazon Video Games [74] [26, 35, 98] 3
Avazu7 [99] 1
BeerAdvocate [68] [37] 1
Book crossing [100] [90] 1
citeulike-a [93] [40, 41, 95] 3
citeULike-t [93] [26, 40, 64] 3
Clothing Fit [72] [87] 1
CM100k [21] [70, 71] 2
CoatShopping [86] [23] 1
Criteo8 [99] 1
epinions [92] [9, 40, 64, 90] 4
Filmtrust [46] [40] 1
Flixster9 [26] 1
Frappe [12] [40] 1
Good Books10 [87] 1
Good Reads11 [87] 1
Gowalla [27] [40, 61] 2
LastFM [24] [17, 19, 20, 26, 40, 61, 87, 90, 98] 9
Library-Thing [97] [37] 1
Million Playlist Dataset12 [38] 1
Million Post Corpus [85] [16] 1
MovieLens 100k [48] [26, 40, 41] 3
MovieLens 1M [48] [9, 10, 17, 19, 20, 22, 35, 37, 40, 41, 60,

62, 63, 70, 71, 80, 87, 90, 98]
19

MovieLens 10M [48] [26, 94] 2
MovieLens 20M [48] [26, 35, 40, 62, 76] 5
MovieLens 25M [48] [84] 1
MovieLens Latest [48] [65] 1
MovieLens HetRec13 [40] 1
MoviePilot14 [80] 1

(Continued)

7https://www.kaggle.com/c/avazu-ctr-prediction
8https://www.kaggle.com/c/criteo-display-ad-challenge
9https://sites.google.com/view/mohsenjamali/home
10https://github.com/zygmuntz/goodbooks-10k
11https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/jealousleopard/goodreadsbooks
12https://research.atspotify.com/datasets/
13https://grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec-2011/
14http://www.moviepilot.de/
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Table 6. Continued

Datasets Papers # Papers

NetflixPrize15 [20, 40, 41, 87, 98] 5
Open Bandit [81] [82] 1
Pinterest [43] [40, 41] 2
Steam [56] [35, 62] 2
Ta Feng Grocery Dataset16 [40] 1
Tradesy [49] [95] 1
TREC Common Core 2017 [7]17 [37] 1
TREC Common Core 201818 [37] 1
TREC Deep Learning Document Ranking 2019 [32] [37] 1
TREC Deep Learning Document Ranking 2020 [32] [37] 1
TREC Deep Learning Passage Ranking 2019 [32] [37] 1
TREC Deep Learning Passage Ranking 2020 [33] [37] 1
TREC Robust 200419 [37] 1
TREC Web 2009 [28] [37] 1
TREC Web 201020 [37] 1
TREC Web 201121 [37] 1
TREC Web 2012 [29] [37] 1
TREC Web 201322 [37] 1
TREC Web 2014 [30] [37] 1
Webscope R3 [67] [23] 1
Yelp23 [19, 40, 80, 90, 98] 5
Yahoo R3 (Music)24 [22, 70, 71, 87] 4
Yahoo R425 [26] 1
Xing [1] [42] 1
Custom [2, 11, 21, 25, 31, 44, 47, 54, 58, 59, 69,

73, 75, 77, 91]
15

interactions or converting explicit ratings to binary relevance values. As Ferrari Dacrema et al.
[40] note in their survey on the reproducibility of deep learning recommendation approaches, it is
important that all pre-processing steps are clearly stated in the paper and that the removal of data
is justified and motivated. Also, pre-processing should be included in the code published. Inspect-
ing the papers of our survey, we find that eight papers mention that they convert explicit rating
data to a binary relevance score or song play counts to explicit ratings [17, 23, 26, 37, 38, 62, 64, 90].
Furthermore, users, items or sessions with fewer and/or more interactions than a given threshold
are removed in 12 papers [9, 22, 26, 35, 42, 61, 62, 64, 77, 90, 91, 98]. Zhao et al. [98] refer to this
pre-processing step as n-core filtering. They perform a study on three aspects in the context of
evaluating recommender systems: evaluation metrics, dataset construction, and model optimiza-
tion. For dataset construction, they find that 44% of the papers in their study do not provide any
information about pre-processing, and 34% of the papers apply n-core filtering with n set to 5 or 10.

15https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data
16https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/chiranjivdas09/ta-feng-grocery-dataset
17https://github.com/trec-core/2017
18https://github.com/trec-core/2018
19https://trec.nist.gov/data/t13_robust.html
20https://trec.nist.gov/data/web10.html
21https://trec.nist.gov/data/web2011.html
22https://github.com/trec-web/trec-web-2013
23https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/yelp-dataset/yelp-dataset
24https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r&did=3
25https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r&did=4
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Fig. 6. Overview of datasets used in at least two papers, where different versions of a dataset are aggregated

into a single dataset category for the Amazon review, MovieLens, and citeulike datasets.

Sun et al. [90] also study the impact of different thresholds for filtering users and items. Here it
is important to note that, for instance, the MovieLens datasets are already pre-processed to some
extent as they only include users with more than or equal to 20 interactions.

In the following, we focus our analysis on datasets that have been used at least three times in the
surveyed papers. Table 7 provides an overview of these 12 datasets, where we list the domain, the
feedback type (hence, whether the dataset features explicit or implicit data; in the case of explicit
ratings, we also add the rating scale), the size of the dataset captured by the number of interactions,
and the type of side information contained. Notably, 5 of the 12 most popular datasets stem from
the movie or music domain. In terms of the type of ratings contained, the citeulike and LastFM
datasets provide implicit feedback (0 or 1), while the other datasets provide explicit ratings on
a scale from 0 (or 1) to 5 stars. Interestingly, when inspecting the size of the datasets, the most
popular datasets appear to be relatively small, with the most popular dataset (MovieLens 1M)
holding 1,000,000 interactions.

Another interesting aspect when investigating the choice of datasets for the evaluation of rec-
ommender systems is the number of different datasets used by individual papers. Evaluating a rec-
ommender system on diverse datasets is critical to gaining insights into the generalizability and ro-
bustness of the recommender system proposed. When inspecting the number of different datasets
used in the experiments, we find that 26 papers (45.61% of all papers contained in the study) rely
on a single dataset, 5 papers (8.77%) rely on two datasets, 7 papers (12.28%) use 3 datasets and
another 10 papers (17.54%) use four or more datasets. Of these, 3 papers used more than 10 differ-
ent datasets: In extensive experiments, Ferrari Dacrema et al. [41] benchmark deep learning-based
recommender systems against a set of relatively simple baselines. Diaz and Ferraro [37] showcase
a metric-free evaluation method for recommendation and retrieval based on a set of 16 datasets.
Chin et al. [26] conduct an empirical study on the impact of datasets on the evaluation outcome
and resulting conclusions. Their study shows a different distribution of dataset popularity among
recommender systems evaluation than we observe in the analysis at hand. However, we conjec-
ture that this is due to the diverse inclusion criteria of the studies. For instance, Chin et al.’s study
is restricted to implicit feedback top-k recommendation tasks. Notably, our analysis also contains
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Table 7. Details of Datasets Used in at Least Three Papers

Datasets Domains Feedback Interactions Side Information
Amazon Electronics,
Products, Video
Games [74]

Products [1,5] 20,994,353 (E),
371,345 (B),

2,565,349 (V)

product information
(e.g., description, color,
product images,
technical details),
timestamp

citeulike-a, citeulike-t Scientific Papers {0,1} 204,987 (a), 134,860 (t) tags, bag-of-words, and
raw text for each article,
citations between
articles

epinions [92] Products [0,5] 922,267 explicit trust
relationships among
users, timestamps

LastFM [24] Music {0,1} 19,150,868 artist, song name,
timestamp

MovieLens (100k, 1M,
20M) [48]

Movies [0,5] 100,000 (100k)–
20,000,000
(20M)

movie metadata (e.g.,
title, genre), user
metadata (e.g., age,
gender), rating
timestamp

NetflixPrize26 Movies [1,5] 100,000,000 movie metadata (title,
release year), rating date

Yelp27 Business [0,5] 6,990,280 business metadata
(address, category, etc.),
user metadata (user
name, user stats (no. of
reviews, user votes,
etc.)), rating timestamp

We list the domain of the dataset, the type of feedback, number of interactions contained, and side information
provided.

9 papers (15.79%) that did not use any dataset. The reason here is that most of these papers are
surveys [4–6, 36, 52, 83, 96]. Furthermore, Ekstrand [39] describes the Python LensKit software
framework and Sonboli et al. [88] describe the librec-auto toolkit.

Our analysis contains 13 versions of the Amazon review datasets, seven different versions (or
subsets) of the MovieLens dataset, and two versions of the citeulike dataset. Considering the us-
age of different versions of the same dataset, we find that five papers use different versions of the
same aggregated dataset. In their survey on dataset usage, Chin et al. [26] use eight versions of the
Amazon reviews dataset and three versions of the MovieLens dataset (of a total of 15 individual
datasets used). In their reproducibility study, Ferrari Dacrema et al. [40] used four versions of the
MovieLens datasets, both versions of the citeulike datasets, and two versions of the Amazon re-
views dataset (of 17 individual datasets used). In their prior reproducibility study, Ferrari Dacrema
et al. [41] used two versions of the MovieLens dataset.

We further investigate which datasets are jointly used in evaluations. For this analysis, analyze
the sets of datasets co-used in the papers (note that the co-usage of individual datasets is already
presented in Table 6). We employed a frequent itemset approach (i.e., the Apriori algorithm [3])
and present the results in Table 8. This table shows the set of datasets employed together and the
number of papers that co-use these datasets. The most frequently combined datasets are LastFM

26https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data
27https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/yelp-dataset/yelp-dataset
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Table 8. Combinations of Datasets (Pairs and Triples) Frequently Co-occurring in Experiments

Dataset Combinations # Papers

{LastFM, ML 1M} 7
{ML 1M, NetflixPrize}, {ML 1M, Yelp} 5
{ML 1M, Yahoo R3}, {LastFM, Yelp}, {LastFM, NetflixPrize}, {LastFM, ML
1M, NetflixPrize}, {LastFM, ML 1M, Yelp}

4

{Amazon Movies & TV, LastFM}, {Amazon Electronics, LastFM}, {Amazon
Beauty, ML 20M}, {epinions, ML 1M}, {ML 100k, ML 20M}, {ML 100k, ML
1M}, {ML 1M, ML20M}

3

We list all sets of datasets that co-occur in at least three papers (ML = MovieLens).

and MovieLens 1M (appearing in seven papers). The MovieLens 1M dataset appears in pairs with
the NetflixPrize and the Yelp datasets in five papers. In the list of sets of datasets that appear in
four papers, we find not only pairs but also triples of datasets that are jointly used for evaluation
in three papers. Unsurprisingly, the MovieLens datasets and other popular datasets are dominant.
This aspect has also been raised by Chin et al. [26] and our results are in line with these previous
findings.

Inspecting the papers that use custom datasets, we observe that the majority of these papers fea-
ture (or create) a custom dataset for three distinctive reasons. One reason is user surveys [2, 25] and
user studies being conducted [11, 47, 54, 75], where the result of the user study itself is presented
as a novel dataset. For instance, Chen et al. [25] perform a user study to get a deeper understand-
ing of the impact of serendipity on user satisfaction on a popular mobile e-commerce platform
in China. A further reason for using custom datasets is the recent trend toward counterfactual
(off-policy) learning, which requires an unbiased, missing-at-random dataset [22, 31, 44, 58, 73].
Furthermore, several papers perform evaluations based on proprietary data provided by a private
sector business entity [44, 59, 69, 73, 77, 91].

3.5 Metrics

The reviewed literature features an extensive range of datasets, as depicted in Section 3.4. This
variety is also mirrored in the selection of evaluation metrics. We divide the metrics into two
categories: conventional metrics widely utilized in the field and specific metrics proposed for the
unique problem addressed within a certain paper. We refer to these as custom metrics (see the final
row of Table 9). A visual representation of the most frequently used metrics—those employed in
at least two papers within our surveyed literature—is provided in Figure 7.

Traditionally, recommender systems research has relied on a standard set of metrics, including
Precision, Recall, and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [18, 45]. These metrics
have gained significant popularity in the examined literature. However, our analysis also uncovers
the existence of a diverse array of less prevalent metrics, as illustrated in Table 9. In essence, a
selected group of metrics is featured prominently: Precision is employed in 22 of the 57 reviewed
papers (approximately 36%), nDCG in 20 papers (around 35%), and Recall in 17 papers (nearly 30%).
These findings resonate with the notion that ranking and relevance metrics align more closely
with actual user preferences than a minimized rating prediction error does [34, 45]. Yet, metrics
associated with rating prediction, such as RMSE, MAE, and MSE, still figure prominently in a
considerable portion of the reviewed literature, appearing in a total of 7 papers (about 12%). While
a vast majority of papers do not employ rating prediction metrics, the fact that more than 1 in 10
papers uses them contradicts the general consensus in the recommender systems research field,
which holds that rating prediction is an inadequate surrogate for actual user preference [8].
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Table 9. Overview of the Metrics Used in Surveyed Papers

Metrics Abbr. Papers #
Area Under Curve AUC [25, 35, 38, 60, 77] 5
Average Coverage of Long Tail ACLT [9] 1
Average Percentage of Long Tail APLT [9] 1
Average Precision AP [37, 60, 64, 95] 4
Average Recommendation Popularity ARP [9] 1
Binary Preference-based measure bpref [17] 1
Clickthrough rate CTR [77, 84, 91, 99] 4
Conversion rate CVR [31] 1
Coverage (item) Coverage [38, 59, 98] 3
Coverage (user) [87] 1
Discounted Cumulative Gain DCG [95] 1
Expected Free Discovery EFD [9] 1
Expected Popularity Complement EPC [9, 87] 2
Expected Profile Distance EPD [87] 1
F-measure F1 [9] 1
Fallout [71] 1
Gini [9, 87] 2
Hit Rate HR [35, 38, 40, 59, 61, 62, 90, 98] 8
Hits [87] 1
Intra-list Diversity ILD [87] 1
Inferred Average Precision InfAP [17] 1
Item Coverage IC [9] 1
Jaccard coefficient [65] 1
Logistic Loss Logloss [99] 1
Mean Absolute Error MAE [95] 1
Mean Average Precision MAP [9, 23, 37, 40, 59, 77, 90, 98] 8
Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR [9, 40, 59, 61, 62, 77, 90, 98] 8
Mean Squared Error MSE [58, 73] 2
normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain nDCG [9, 17, 19–23, 26, 35, 37, 40, 41, 59, 60,

62, 64, 76, 77, 90, 98]
20

Novelty [98] 1
Overlap [65] 1
Pearson Correlation Coefficient PCC [65] 1
Popularity [59] 1
Popularity-based Ranking-based Equal Opportunity PREO [9] 1
Popularity-based Ranking-based Statistical Parity PRSP [9] 1
Precision P [9, 17, 19–23, 38, 40–42, 44, 59, 64, 65,

70, 71, 77, 87, 90, 91, 98]
22

Recall R [9, 19, 22, 23, 26, 37, 40, 41, 59, 60, 63,
65, 77, 87, 90, 95, 98]

17

Reciprocal Rank RR [37, 64] 2
Root Mean Squared Error RMSE [65, 69, 73, 80, 94] 5
Custom [2, 11, 25, 37–39, 54, 75, 81, 94] 12
Total number of metrics: 40

Figure 7 portrays the disparity in popularity among various metrics. Precision, nDCG, and Recall
are roughly twice as favored as any of the other top metrics. These three metrics epitomize the core
characteristics of recommender and information retrieval systems, notably relevance and ranking.

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that of the total 40 metrics employed in the reviewed pa-
pers, 23 metrics (approximately 58%) are each applied in just a single paper. Some of these uniquely
applied metrics are specific to individual papers that utilize an extensive range of metrics. For exam-
ple, Silva et al. [87] introduce metrics such as user-coverage, EPC, EPD, Gini, and Hits, while Anelli
et al. [9] introduce various non-accuracy metrics like Average Coverage of Long Tail, Average
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Fig. 7. Overview of metrics used in at least two papers (NB: Coverage refers to item coverage).

Table 10. The Categories of Value the Metrics Express

Categories Metrics

Relevance AP, AUC, F1, fallout, Hits, HR, InfAP, Logloss, MAP, P, R
Success Rate CTR, CVR
Rating Prediction Accuracy bpref, MAE, MSE, RMSE
Ranking DCG, nDCG, MRR, RR
Non-accuracy ACLT, APLT, Coverage, EFD, EPC, EPD, Gini, IC, ILD, Jaccard,

Overlap, PCC, Popularity, PREO, PRSP

Percentage of Long Tail, Expected Free Discovery, and Popularity-based Ranking-based Equal
Opportunity, among others. Moreover, five metrics appear in only two papers each, and a single
metric is utilized in three papers. The variation in metric usage complicates the comparison
and benchmarking across different papers, as emphasized in the discussion on dataset usage
(see Section 3.4).

Similarly, we scrutinize the number of metrics utilized per paper. It is crucial to emphasize that
the quantity of metrics employed does not necessarily reflect the quality or completeness of a
paper or recommender system. Nonetheless, the use of multiple metrics can yield insights into
different facets of a system. When analyzing our data, we discover that 18 papers (32%) use only a
single metric, and surprisingly, and 10 papers (18%) do not use any metrics whatsoever. Although
the majority of papers that abstain from using metrics are categorized as literature reviews (refer
to Table 4), there are exceptions. Furthermore, 9 papers (16%) apply two metrics, while 5 papers
(9%) employ three metrics. In total, 42 papers (74%) utilize three or fewer metrics. With this un-
derstanding, we now probe into the variety of metrics. In Table 10, we present a classification of
evaluation metrics into overarching categories that correspond to specific recommendation tasks,
like ranking, rating prediction, and relevance. Despite the absence of a universally accepted classi-
fication of metrics in the recommender systems research field, our categorization resonates with
the general application scenarios of recommendations and the desired attributes of a recommender
system.
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Table 11. Combinations of Metrics Used Frequently in the Surveyed Papers

Metric combinations # Papers

{nDCG, P}∗ 14
{nDCG, R}∗ 13
{P, R} 12
{nDCG, P, R}∗ 10
{nDCG, MAP}∗, {R, MAP}, {nDCG, R, MAP}∗ 8
{nDCG, P, MAP}∗, {P, MAP}, {nDCG, P, R, MAP}∗, {nDCG, MRR}, {P, R, MAP} 7
{nDCG, MAP, MRR, R}∗, {MRR, P, MAP, R}∗, {nDCG, MRR, MAP}∗, {MRR, MAP,
R}∗, {MRR, P, MAP}∗, {nDCG, P, MRR, MAP}∗, {MRR, P}∗, {MRR, R}∗, {MRR, MAP}∗,
{nDCG, HR}∗, {nDCG, P, MRR, R}∗, {MRR, HR}∗, {MRR, P, R}∗, {nDCG, P, MRR}∗,
{nDCG, MRR, R}∗, {nDCG, MAP, MRR, P, R}∗

6

{P, HR}, {nDCG, HR, MRR}∗ 5
{nDCG, P, HR, MAP}∗, {P, HR, R, MAP}, {nDCG, HR, R}∗, {nDCG, HR, R, MAP}∗,
{MRR, P, HR, R}∗, {nDCG, P, HR, MRR}∗, {nDCG, HR, MRR, R}∗, {nDCG, P, HR, R}∗,
{MRR, MAP, HR, R}∗, {MAP, MRR, P, HR, R}∗, {nDCG, MRR, P, HR, MAP}∗, {nDCG,
MAP, MRR, HR, R}∗, {nDCG, MAP, P, HR, R}∗, {nDCG, MRR, P, HR, R}∗, {nDCG,
HR, MRR, MAP}∗, {nDCG, MRR, P, HR, R, MAP}∗, {MRR, P, HR, MAP}∗, {nDCG, P,
HR}∗, {P, HR, R}, {MRR, HR, R}∗, {MRR, P, HR}∗, {nDCG, HR, MAP}∗, {HR, R, MAP},
{P, HR, MAP}, {MRR, HR, MAP}∗, {HR, R}, {HR, MAP}

4

{Coverage, HR}∗, {P, AUC}, {AUC, R}, {nDCG, AUC}∗, {P, Coverage, HR}∗, {P,
Coverage}∗, {nDCG, AUC, R}∗, {nDCG, AP}∗, {AP, R}

3

Tuples with asterisks contain metrics from at least two of the categories in Table 10, excluding custom metrics. (NB:
Coverage in refers to item coverage).

In the context of metrics, it is interesting to explore the combinations of metric types, that
is, the characteristics being measured in tandem. Given that recommendations apply across
diverse contexts, the extensive array of metrics used mirrors the various goals pursued by recom-
mendation applications and the stakeholders involved. By concentrating on metrics adopted in
three or more papers, we examine the employed combinations in the surveyed literature (refer
to Table 11). A key observation from this table is that the majority of combinations encompass
ranking and relevance metrics, while combinations incorporating other metric types are less
prevalent. This observation contrasts with current discussions in the recommender systems
community, with the only beyond-accuracy metric appearing in the table being item coverage.
This indicates that beyond-accuracy metrics are seldom used in combination with other metrics,
including other beyond-accuracy metrics such as novelty, fairness, or any of the metrics in the
bottom row of Table 10. A similar comment can be made regarding the utilization of success rate
metrics.

Additionally, in agreement with the discourse within the recommender systems community,
particularly regarding rating prediction, it is worth mentioning that no rating prediction error
metrics are present in this table. This could signal a decrease in the overall usage of these metrics.
Even when acknowledging that some papers use these metrics (as noted above), they do so without
merging them with the more widely accepted evaluation tools and metrics.

4 DISCUSSION

With this survey paper, we aim to provide an analysis of a snapshot of research on the evaluation
of recommender systems. We gain insights into the type of experiments the community performs
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when researching on evaluation aspects, the data it focuses on, and the metrics that are seen as
important.

First, we find that, within research on evaluation aspects of recommender systems, there is a
strong focus on offline experiments, a result that is in line with what has been shown in earlier
overviews of recommender systems research in general, e.g., References [6, 53]. We observe that
several papers combine two types of experiments; this is seen as contributing to getting a more
comprehensive picture than when using one experiment type only (see, e.g., Zangerle and Bauer
[96]). However, with 8 of 57 papers that employ such a multi-method approach, the number of pa-
pers taking this approach is low.28 Interestingly, when investigating the use of online experiments,
we find that online experiments are predominantly combined with another experiment—typically
with an offline experiment. Overall, this indicates that the landscape of research on the evaluation
of recommender systems is a narrow one, with a strong focus on offline experiments, at least in
published literature. As our review concentrates on research that specifically focuses on the eval-
uation of recommender systems, it does not allow for drawing conclusions concerning evaluation
practices of the recommender systems research at large. Still, suppose that the broader landscape
of recommender systems research embraces the full spectrum of experiment types (i.e., online
experiments, user studies, offline experiments), then research on the evaluation of recommender
systems needs to reflect the broad spectrum, too. In case the broader landscape of recommender
systems research has a strong focus on offline evaluations (as, for instance, shown in Jannach [52]
and Jannach and Bauer [53]), the community is encouraged to embrace the wider spectrum in their
evaluation efforts. For the specialized topic of conversational recommender systems, Jannach [52]
provides a good rationale for why it is essential to involve humans in the evaluation process of
such systems (thus, encouraging to use user studies and online experiments). With their FEVR
framework, Zangerle and Bauer [96] provide guidance concerning the multifaceted aspects that
need to be considered in a comprehensive evaluation (thus, encouraging to use the full spectrum
of experiment types). In the realm of research that specifically focuses on the evaluation of rec-
ommender systems, it appears worthwhile to embrace the full spectrum and possibly demonstrate
how the results of different experiment types may diverge or complement each other. In this re-
gard, we want to point to Kouki et al. [59], which is the only work covered by our survey that
embraces all three experiment types.

Second, we observe a popularity gap in the use of datasets. On the one hand, the same few
(and relatively old) datasets (i.e., MovieLens, Amazon review dataset) are used extensively; on
the other hand, as many as 50% of the datasets (32) are used in only one single paper each.
While the use of the same (or similar) datasets across multiple papers can increase comparability
and benchmarking, in many cases it is disputable whether those few datasets indeed represent
the best choice. First, older datasets are typically significantly smaller than newer, or current,
datasets. This, in turn, raises questions regarding generalizability and applicability in the current
landscape but also points to a lack of validation concerning the scalability of the evaluated
recommendation models and approaches to larger datasets. Second, we have to be aware that
older datasets may not be good proxies of the user behavior and preferences of today’s users.
As a result, good performance results with outdated datasets may not work sufficiently well
in current practice. Third, with the focus on MovieLens and Amazon reviews, it is difficult to
assess whether, and how, the evaluation results generalize to other domains. Yet, while the newly
created datasets may better reflect these issues, these do not allow for comparison because of their
one-time use. Against this background, we encourage the community to use more recent datasets
and—where feasible—demonstrate generalizability by including datasets from multiple domains.

28Note that 10 papers in our sample (for instance, several survey papers) do not use any experiment type.
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To facilitate reproducibility, researchers are strongly encouraged to make datasets publicly
available.

Third, when analyzing the employed performance metrics, we observe a similar picture as for
dataset usage: Only a few metrics are widely used, i.e., Precision, nDCG, and Recall. There are a
number of metrics that are, comparatively, rarely used in experiments validating the performance
of recommendation approaches. Interestingly, next to Precision, nDCG, and Recall, a large number
of papers (22) introduce specific custom metrics. These custom metrics make it difficult, if not im-
possible, to compare recommendation quality across, and even within, papers. The observation of
the (still) high popularity of error metrics (used in 8 papers, 13%) goes against the general consen-
sus in the recommender systems research field that these are poor proxies to assess recommender
performance related to actual user preferences. Further, our review indicates that beyond-accuracy
metrics are rarely used in research on the evaluation of recommender systems, which is not aligned
with the discourse in the recommender systems field that evaluation concerning beyond-accuracy
qualities are crucial. We note that our review surveys papers that focus on the evaluation of rec-
ommender systems; thus, while the consideration of beyond-accuracy metrics is also essential for
papers with a focus on evaluation, this observation does not allow to draw conclusions about the
use of beyond-accuracy metrics in recommender systems research practice in general. However,
other surveys that cover evaluation practice in recommender systems show a similar picture: For
instance, the recent review by Alhijawi et al. [5], drawing a sample from works published from 2015
to 2020, found that the main objective of all reviewed papers was to generate relevant recommen-
dations, whereas other objectives did not get the same attention as relevance (only 21.3% of the
reviewed works considered diversity, 6.1% coverage, 3.4% serendipity, and 6.1% novelty) and, in
the recent survey on offline evaluation for top-N recommendation algorithms by Zhao et al. [98],
only 2 of 93 papers (2.15%) used beyond-accuracy metrics. In short, the community is encouraged
to use appropriate metrics and, particularly, include beyond-accuracy metrics in their evaluation
efforts, as both are essential for both, research on the evaluation of recommender systems and also
for research on recommender systems at large.

Our literature review comes with certain limitations. In our search strategy, we relied on the
paper keywords provided by the authors. This may have caused relevant papers contributing to
evaluation being excluded from our datasets, because these were not tagged with the keywords
used in our query. For example, we observe that some papers do not put the evaluation of recom-
mender systems at the core of the investigation, but—in addition—also contribute to evaluation.
For instance, the core contribution of Cañamares and Castells [20] is a recommendation model.
In addition, their work demonstrates that the performance measurements may heavily depend on
the statistical properties of the input data sample, which is a significant contribution to evaluation
and is also discussed accordingly in the paper. Other papers with a core contribution outside the
evaluation field might not use the keyword “evaluation” and our query might have missed those.
However, a query using only the keywords “recommender systems” or “recommendation systems”
to an enormous number of papers (1,698 hits as of July 19, 2023) for the time frame 2017–2022,
which was not reasonable to process manually for this review. Moreover, we note that our review
provides a snapshot of research on the evaluation of recommender systems in the limited time
frame of 2017–2022. Accordingly, this review does not allow for deriving conclusions about how
the evaluation practices have evolved over (longer) time. Given the observations in our snapshot—
namely, that offline experiments are the dominant experiment type; that long-established but small
datasets are commonly used; and that novel metrics have been shown to be of little value to assess
the performance of recommender systems—, we conjecture that the advancements in these regards
are limited overall. A longitudinal analysis would be a worthwhile research path to follow to gain
a deeper insight into the developments made in the field of recommender systems evaluation. A
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further limitation is that we restricted our literature search to the ACM Digital Library. While we
searched the extended collection of this library, which includes the essential conferences and jour-
nals where recommender systems research is typically published, we may have missed relevant
papers published outside the typical venues, especially those outside of the general research space
related to “computing.” As the recommender systems field is increasingly viewed as an interdisci-
plinary research field, papers may be dispersed across a much wider scale of venues.

5 CONCLUSIONS

To gain insight into recent research focused on the evaluation of recommender systems, we
conducted a systematic literature review. Our analysis covered papers published from 2017
to 2022, providing a thorough understanding of the current state of research on the evaluation
of recommender systems within the research and practitioner communities. Throughout our
review, we identified and discussed strengths and weaknesses in the field of recommender
systems evaluation research. We observed notable strengths that demonstrate the continuous
evolution and refinement of evaluation practices. These strengths are exemplified by the ongoing
development of metrics, experiment types, and datasets that better accommodate the diverse use
cases and requirements of recommender systems.

However, our analysis also brought to light certain weaknesses that require attention and
improvement. One significant weakness is the persistent focus on recommendation problems
that are deemed suboptimal proxies for user preferences, such as rating prediction. Additionally,
the utilization of small and outdated datasets remains a challenge that hampers the overall
advancement of recommender systems. To drive further progress and development in the
realm of recommender systems, it is imperative for the research community to embrace the
identified strengths and move away from outdated perspectives that contribute to the weaknesses.
Achieving this objective is a collaborative effort that necessitates the collective expertise and
participation of the entire recommender systems research community.
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